Cass County

Melissa Ann Anderson, Early Childhood Education BA; Brittany Jacie Benson, Communication Studies BA; Forrest W. Black, Geography BA; Alexandria Bohn, Psychology BA; Cori Ann Brooks, Liberal Arts BLA; Chris Michael Bruton, Liberal Arts BLA; Melissa Ann Christeson, Early Childhood Education BA; Mary Elizabeth Cisetti, Business Administration BBA; Jayson Cole Demar, Environmental Studies BA; Stephanie D. Hartzler, Communication Studies BA; Brian Christopher Hawkins, Dual Major: Art History & Studio Art BA; Emily Beth Hayde, Secondary Education BA; Christopher Davis Hinrichs, Accounting BS; Melissa Marie Kehoe, Accounting BS; Samuel Alan Sackett, Mechanical Engineering BSME; Salvatore Marco Scavuzzo, Business Administration BBA; Megan Nicole Shipley, Nursing BSN; Daniel Joseph Wiseman, Business Administration BBA; Diana Cecilia Zarco, Nursing BSN.

Clay County

Shannon Cristinel Blood, Nursing BSN; Whitney Nicole Boyd, Accounting BS; Maureen Grace Brackett, Nursing BSN; Thuuyv Bui, Business Administration BBA; Matthew Joe Cates, Sociology BA; Leonard Cole, General Studies Undeclared; James Nicholas G. Comminellis, History BA; Brittany Nicole Coughlin, Pre-Law, A&S; Preston Barchers Coughlin, Business Administration BBA; Jessica Marie Crutchfield, Accounting BS; Keith Allen Day, Studio Art BA; David James Dolphin, Business Administration BBA; Amanda J. Earle, Nursing BSN; Eric Robert Eilers, Accounting BS; Henedye Cyrose Figueroa, Nursing BSN; Johanna DeAnn Fogal, Dental Hygiene BSDH; Kelley Roxanne Freeman, Middle School Education BA; Daniel Christopher Giordano, English BA; Emilie Suzanne Grant, Secondary Education BA; Nicholas John Greenhagen, Pharm-D Undergraduate; Komal Haider, Communication Studies BA; Laura Rae Hansen, Criminal Justice & Criminology BA; Melia D. Harris, Nursing BSN; Nicholas Daniel Heiser, Civil Engineering BSCIE; Taylor Elizabeth Henderson, Dental Hygiene BSDH; Katherine Jo Hendricks, Elementary Education BA; Medea Dawn Horrocks, Dental Hygiene BSDH; Heather M. Inness, English BA; Daniel Kim, Liberal Arts BLA; Emily Jean Kraft, Political Science BA; Daniel Ryan Laursen, Biology BS; Dianne Taiting Lee, Chemistry BA; Erik Lopez, Business Administration BBA; Thutram Thi Luu, Business Administration BBA; Najmeh Mahmoudjafari, Dual Major: Economics & Spanish BA; Brooke Nicole Matthys, Nursing BSN; Katie McCoy, Studio Art BA; Kristin Rae Meilink, Elementary Education BA; Emilie R. Mendala, Psychology BA; Traci Meredith Meyers, Nursing BSN; Jeffrey Allen Moore, Liberal Arts BLA; Tinh Duc Nguyen, Pharm-D Undergraduate; Melissa Oribhabor, Communication Studies BA; Janet Yvonne Powell, Nursing BSN; Jason Pratt, Political Science BA; Amber Tania Qureshi, Elementary Education BA; Jack Thomas Reynolds, Biology BS; Toni Reanea Rose, Elementary Education BA; Ashlee Marie Schlager, Middle School Education BA; Natalya Miriam Sebastian, Liberal Arts BLA; Christopher John Smith, Medicine- MD; Dann Thompson Stinard, Computer Science BS; Juanita Denise Sukup, Nursing BSN; Justin Ryan Summers, Nursing BSN; Hannah Timmons Van Ausdal, Elementary Education BA; April Ina Vandiver, Nursing BSN; Janie Louise Vanliew, Psychology BA; Joseph Clinton Vasquez, Business Administration BBA; Sidney Homer Walker, Business Administration BBA; Nicole Meghann Walton, Nursing BSN; Benjamin Michael Wayne, Liberal Arts BLA; Jason Adam Wendel, Computer Science BS; Octivia Shanay Williams, Business Administration BBA; Linda Lee Wolfe, Middle School Education BA; Melissa Marie Wood, Nursing BSN; Jennifer Ann Woodke, Nursing BSN; Justin Michael Yesis, Electrical & Computer Engineering – BS; Tyler Sean Young, Pre-Secondary Education; Sarah Christine Young, Dental Hygiene BSDH.
Jackson County

Fizza Abbas, Medicine MD-Six Year Program; Chloegrant Erwin Abel, Dance BFA; Madison Faithe Abercrombie, Nursing BSN; Anthony David Accuro, Medicine-MD; Adrienne Adesanwo, Business Administration BBA; Holly Marie Aguilar, Nursing BSN; Damion S. Alexander, Communication Studies BA; Bulaine Alexis, Middle School Education BA; Fatima Hadi Ali, Medicine-MD; Mohammad A.E.M.A Alsagheer, Electrical & Computer Engineering – BS; Naaseha Fatima Amir, Pharm-D Undergraduate; Johanna Ruth Anderson, Middle School Education BA; Heather Jane Anderson, Nursing BSN; Lauren Marie Anderson, Secondary Education BA; Mark R. Anderson, Geography BS; Grace Anne Assad, Nursing BSN; Benjamin Nicholas Baker, Nursing BSN; McCall K. Balderston, Business Administration BA; Jennifer Kay Barnett, Nursing BSN; Megan Marie Barrett, Elementary Education BA; Ashley Morgan Bean, Nursing BSN; Tiffany M. Bell, Performance – BM; Matthew Bendorf, Civil Engineering BSCIE; Alexandra Elaine Bennett, Secondary Education BA; Stephanie Nicole Benson, Pre-Elementary Education; Kylie Chanee Best, General Studies Undeclared; Tara Manisha Billings, Nursing BSN; Kelsey Beth Bingham, Pharm-D Provisional; Victoria M. Blaise, Elementary Education BA; Kaylee Bloom, Studio Art BA; Rae Jenine Bobak, Nursing BSN; Stephanie Michelle Brehm, Nursing BSN; Christopher Lawrence Brett, Medicine MD-Six Year Program; Eysssa Michelle Brogdon, Communication Studies BA; Jasmine Nicole Brown, Secondary Education BA; Solange Neh Bumah; Brianna Christine Burton, Liberal Arts BLA; Meridith L. Burton, Middle School Education BA; Katherine Rachel Butler, Dental Hygiene BSDH; Chadwick Byle, Chemistry BA; Anne E. Calvert-Bettis, Middle School Education BA; Erika Elizabeth Carter-Logan, Nursing BSN; Ugenena Linnitt Cave, Nursing BSN; Andrew J. Cerra, Mechanical Engineering BSME; Nazesh Javed Chaudary, Pre-Law, A&S; Sean Alexander Church, Communication Studies BA; Michael Alexander Clark, Dual Major: Political Science & Philosophy BA; Bridgette Nicole Conklin, Middle School Education BA; Jeffrey Lynn Cook, Civil Engineering BSCIE; Brittany Michele Coonce, Dual Major: Chemistry & Spanish BA; Maureen Coulter, Sociology BA; Alex Council, Chemistry BS; Brett Michael Courtright, Pharm-D Undergraduate; Tara Summer Cox, Nursing BSN; Rachel Cramm Horn, Physics BS; Tamera Lynne Crane-Lerette, Liberal Arts BLA; Nathaniel Cundiff, Electrical & Computer Engineering – BS; Aseel Dabbagh, Biology BS; Nadia Hani Daifallah, Pre-Secondary Education; Elizabeth Anne Dains, Psychology BA; Kristin Lauren Davis, Dental Hygiene BSDH; Michael Davis, Dual Major: Theatre & Criminal Justice & Criminology BA; Justin R. Dealy, Secondary Education BA; Anna Theresa Derrell, History BA; Matthew David Dill, Philosophy BA; Nhung Thi Dinh, Computer Science BS; Katie Marie Doncarlos, Middle School Education BA; Ronald Alan Downing, History BA; Danica Ashley Duewel, Nursing BSN; Jonathan Austin Duncan, Music Education BME; David Justin Dunlap, Mechanical Engineering BSME; Kyle Morris Dunning, Civil Engineering BSCIE; Megan Ashley Dunwoodie, Nursing BSN; Katie Lynn Elkins, Nursing BSN; Emily Danielle Ellsworth, Liberal Arts BLA; Crystal Marie Elouerrassi, Elementary Education BA; Jessamine Paranal Endaya, Nursing BSN; Keith Andrew Evans, Biology BS; Lindsay Nicole Ewert, Pharm-D Undergraduate; Melinda Jo Felkins, Dental Hygiene BSDH; Adam Peter Felling, Dual Major: Philosophy & American Studies BA; Yuan Feng, Medicine MD-Six Year Program; Elizabeth Anne Fessler, Pre-Law, A&S; Kimberly Lynn Flournoy, Middle School Education BA; Elizabeth Ann Ford, Nursing BSN; Jordan R. Fort, Music BA; Solissa Faith Franco, Middle School Education BA; Basil Freeman, General Studies Undeclared; Sarah E. French, Pharm-D Undergraduate; MacKenzie Allison Gamble, Middle School Education BA; Susana Yolanda Garcia-Bech, Secondary Education BA; Ron Scott Gibert, History BA; Evelyn Gonzalez, Nursing BSN; James Michael Gray, Pre Pharm; Ariel Christen Green, Triple Major: Biology & Chemistry-BA & Philosophy – BA; Markie A. Greenway, Nursing BSN; Renee Louise Gregg, Elementary Education BA; James Edgar Grist, English BA; Kara Ann Gruenewald, Communication Studies BA; Melissa Agbuya Guevara, Nursing BSN; Joseph Daniel Guevel, Accounting BS; Brenton Joseph Gumminger, Dental Hygiene BSDH; Timothy Michael Guntli, Criminal Justice & Criminology BA; Ryan Lee Haberstroh, Mechanical Engineering BSME; Emily Jean Hall, Elementary Education BA; Lindsey Jordan
Hall, Dental Hygiene BSDH; Jennifer Lynn Halverson, Elementary Education BA; Jesse A. Hamer, Mathematics & Statistics BA; Courtney Hamilton, Environmental Science BS; Marissa Jane Hanneman, Dental Hygiene BSDH; Jens Christen Harr, Business Administration BBA; SHarrmae Chriselle Harris, Middle School Education BA; Raza Abbas Hasan, Medicine MD-Six Year Program; Laura Beth Hill, Early Childhood Education BA; Sarah Ann Hodges, Dental Hygiene BSDH; Jacqueline Elizabeth Hoermann, Dual Major: English & Political Science BA; Rochelle Lee Hoffman, Secondary Education BA; Nathan Alan Hogancamp, Mathematics & Statistics BA; Sarah E. Holmes, Performance – BM; Sarah Rachelle Huggins, Business Administration BBA; Jesse Allen Huntsman, Economics BA; Jeehye Hur, Business Administration BBA; Pamela Sue Hurshman, Liberal Arts BLA; Kendra Lynne Hutsell, Pre-Elementary Education; Cheryl Michelle Immethun, Environmental Science BS; Kayla Rachelle Jackson, Communication Studies BA; Jessica Calva Jerman, Secondary Education BA; Chynthiawaty Jie, Nursing BSN; Tyler Paul Johnson, Business Administration BBA; Alfa Kalifa, Accounting BS; Tamara Kamaratic, German BA; Kathlene Lynne Kane, Elementary Education BA; Alan Mark Keller, Dual Major: Communication Studies & Philosophy BA; Katie Lynne Kenslow, Psychology BA; Kelsey Elaine Kenworthy, Accounting BS; Allison Nicole Klapetzky, Medicine-MD; Tara A. Kloeppel, English BA; Kelsey Knoche, Electrical & Computer Engineering – BS; Susanne Jean Krulewich, Theatre BA; Jessica Marie Krull, Business Administration BBA; Amy Kaylene Kuchar, Dual Major: Biology & Chemistry-BA; Alexandra Kuestersteffen, Dual Major: Psychology & Sociology BA; Jacob Adam L’Ecuyer, Sociology BA; Colby Glen Lammers, Liberal Arts BLA; Leila Layne, Nursing BSN; Surana Leryoskajai, Accounting BS; Jennifer D. Lewis, Psychology BA; Alexander Todd Lewis, History BA; Melissa Ann Lewis, Dental Hygiene BSDH; Lindsay L. Lozito, Performance – BM; Melissa Elizabeth Luechtefeld, Pharm-D Provisional; Bethanie Sue Lundy, Nursing BSN; Vu P. Luu, Business Administration BBA; Brendon Kendrick Magruder, Pharm-D Undergraduate; Ryan Matthew Mahn, Elementary Education BA; Kristen Lyn Mann, Dental Hygiene BSDH; Justin Lakas Mann, Dual Major: Mathematics & Statistics & Physics BS; Marion Lanise Marshall, Liberal Arts BLA; Rachel Elizabeth McConnell, Psychology BA; Jessica Layne McCune, Dental Hygiene BSDH; Christopher Janwong McKiggen, Performance – BM; Anna L Meng, Psychology BA; Logan Reidy Meyer, Medicine MD-Six Year Program; Haley Marie Mickelson, Political Science BA; Sarah Ann Milner, English BA; Thasha Truneen Mitchell, Early Childhood Education BA; Courtneyn Lynn Monzyk, Psychology BA; LaKeshia Marie Moore, Elementary Education BA; Kamera Nicole Moore, History BA; Kisa Louise Morgan, Dental Hygiene BSDH; Brandy Nichole Mosier, Dental Hygiene BSDH; Cara Elizabeth Mueller, Business Administration BBA; Matthew James Mulheron, Civil Engineering BSCIE; Corey M. Murtha, Art BA; Steven Bradshaw Myers, Pre-Medicine (Biology); Amy Lynne Nellis, Early Childhood Education BA; Derek Van Neufeld, History BA; Dung Chinh Nguyen, Business Administration BBA; Huong Thuy Nguyen, Biology BS; Nam Thanh Nguyen, Economics BA; Alison Renee Nichols, Business Administration BBA; Heather Ann Nurmikko, History BA; Ryan Occena, Music Education BME; Ifedolapo Florence Olateru, Nursing BSN; Ian O’Leary, Civil Engineering BSCIE; Brandon H. Olson, Business Administration BBA; Kathryn Nicole Oslica, Elementary Education BA; Sean Ryan Oyler, Sociology BA; Amy Nicole Panus, Communication Studies BA; Mary Claire Paradise, Biology BS; Sandi Aileen Parker, Communication Studies BA; Mary Kathleen Petrechko, Psychology BA; Lauren Emily Plemons, Nursing BSN; Victoria Anne Poplin, Biology BS; Erica Ann Ralston, Pharm-D Undergraduate; Vana Lynn Rash, Nursing BSN; Mindy Elaine Reed, Accounting BS; Melissa Renick, Nursing BSN; Adam Ricceri, Pharm-D Undergraduate; Christopher T. Richardson, Accounting BS; Hallie Ann Richardson, Music Education BME; Sean Ryan Riley, Elementary Education BA; Joshua Rogers, Accounting BS; Amber F. Rupp, Liberal Arts BLA; Michelle Ann Russell, Nursing BSN; Courtney Ryan, Environmental Studies BA; Alisha Sanders, Elementary Education BA; Amy Joleen Sawyer, Elementary Education BA; Angie Schroder, Music BA; Dennis Marco Schwarz, Business Administration BBA; Thais Mathilde Scott Humphreys, Psychology BA; Peter Barrett Semegen, Business Administration BBA; Cheyonna Sewell, Criminal Justice & Criminology BA; Kendall D. Shackles, Pharm-D Undergraduate; Kelsey Marie Sherrod, Studio Art BA; Sara F. Shirk, Psychology BA; Maxwell Austin Shockley, Pre-Law,
A&S; Victor Skulavik, Electrical & Computer Engineering – BS; Danielle Jean Slaughter, Nursing BSN; Chelsea Alise Smedvig, Elementary Education BA; Alaine L. Smith, Secondary Education BA; Charles Lee Smith, Chemistry BS; Zachary Gifford Smith, History BA; Lauren Elizabeth Snedden, Communication Studies BA; Shawn Douglas Snider, Biology BS; Lyndsay Elizabeth Sniffen, Nursing BSN; Isaac Samuel Somogie, Civil Engineering BSCIE; Melanie Susan Somogie, Psychology BA; Matthew Alexander Sonnenmoser, English BA; Cassandra Lee Soper, Nursing BSN; Jason Brian Sparks, Biology BS; Megan Elizabeth Spilker, Art BA; Gina Stobbe, Accounting BS; Sarah Renee Stockdell, Elementary Education BA; Stacy Louise Stoddard, Business Administration BBA; Travis L. Strown, Economics BA; Jeremey Allen Striegel, History BA; Rohan Suppal, Accounting BS; Daniel Edward Sutton, Nursing BSN; John Joseph Swanton, Business Administration BBA; Alvin Puay Choy Tan, Business Administration BBA; Jennilee Marie Tangpuz, English BA; Elizabeth Anne Tesch, Pharm-D Undergraduate; Richard Scott Thode, Psychology BA; Kevin George Thomas, Biology BS; Drew Jacob Thompson, Philosophy BA; Erin Nicole Tiemann, Nursing BSN; Tara Dawn Titus, Nursing BSN; Sarah Susanne Troyer, History BA; Trevor Tucker, Dual Major: English & French BA; Wendy L. Turner, Liberal Arts BLA; Thiran Udaywatta, Medicine MD-Six Year Program; Taya Heleene Upkes, Mechanical Engineering BSME; Lana S. Viron, Liberal Arts BLA; Patrick Andrew Wagner, Communication Studies BA; Rachel Jean Waldener, Chemistry BA; Twyla Nichole Walker, Liberal Arts BLA; Ashley L. Wall, Nursing BSN; Kyle Joseph Walters, Criminal Justice & Criminology BA; Casey Ray Welch, Secondary Education BA; Emily Louise Wickham, Studio Art BA; Joshua Kristin Williams, Performance – BM; Christopher Edward Williamson, Communication Studies BA; Kelly Deanna Wilson, Chemistry BS; Whitney Nicole Wisdahl, Business Administration BBA; Kevin M. Wisniewski, Computer Science BS; Jennifer L. Wolfe, Sociology BA; Ian Wolstenholme, Electrical & Computer Engineering – BS; Fallon Woodland, English BA; Katharine Hubbell Wright, Middle School Education BA; Yuting Wu, Performance – BM; Kuo Sheng Yang, Biology BS; Kandace Michelle Yee, Chemistry BA; Anna Rosemarie Yousaf, Medicine-MD; Kacey Elizabeth Zerker, Elementary Education BA; Haonan Zhao, Business Administration BBA.

**Lafayette County**

Ashley B. Bolin, Dental Hygiene BSDH; Terri F. Bolin, Nursing BSN; Wesley Alan Schemmer, Pre-Dentistry (Biology).

**Platte County**

Patrick M. May, Business Administration BBA; Walter Bawa Agbor, Pharm-D Undergraduate; Lauren Renee Anderson, Political Science BA; Sherri G. Brown, Nursing BSN; Chad Ryan Brownberger, Biology BS; David T. Burns, Dual Major: Biology & Chemistry-BA BA; Kristen Adele Connelly, Accounting BS; Kristin Elyce Devlin, Nursing BSN; Nathan Daniel Doerr, Business Administration BBA; Rachel Laura Drabenstott, Music Education BME; Hannah Ruth Fugate, Psychology BA; Justin David Greenhagen, Pharm-D Provisional; Amy Lynn Hall, Nursing BSN; Sybil Diane Hamm, Psychology BA; Nathan A. Heft, Business Administration BBA; Christie Dawn Hill, Business Administration BBA; Amanda Louise Hudnall, Performance – BM; Adekanmi Oluwasola Ilori, Nursing BSN; Lara Christine Kerwin, Pharm-D Provisional; Sheeba Cherian Kunnel, Medicine MD-Six Year Program; Amber Nicole Leirer, Studio Art BA; Erik Paul Limatta, English BA; Sarah Marie Mattson, Non-Degree Teacher Cert; Jennifer Marie Murphy, Nursing BSN; Emily Rachel Orr, Environmental Science BS; Christina Marie Peterson, Nursing BSN; Michele Lee Richardson, Nursing BSN; Josh Franklin Roberson, Electrical & Computer Engineering – BS; Devin Brook Rodriguez, Criminal Justice & Criminology BA; Samantha Shuey, Nursing BSN; Leah Ruth Stobie, Nursing
Ray County

Elisabeth Louise Jackson, Nursing BSN; Scott Aaron Hall, Biology BS.